NOVEMBER 2018

WORDS FROM OUR PRESIDENT:
Yes, 2018 was a successful year for Andrus
Transportation. We hope that has been evident
with what we have been able to do in way of
wage increases and continued improvements of
our facilities. It is this trend that we desire to
continue. Some may ask why I am sharing this
now and not next month. The reason is December is crazy for everyone. Thanksgiving puts us
into a holiday coma and I think most of us escape from that until the New Year begins.
Wes Peterson has been in large part the reason
Andrus has been able to keep our Insurance premiums pretty much level over the past couple of
years. He not only understands the industry but
is a Bulldog when it comes to negotiating and
pushing our carriers to hold rates to minimal increases while all around us others have seen
huge increases. He also deals with our Truck/
Trailer and Cargo insurances. He is one that
takes it personally when we have any kind of a
loss. (Side note) Wes participated in clay pigeon
shooting in the Senior Games, where contestants
come from all over the world to compete, Wes
took 4th in his age group. Next year we are hoping for Gold. Go get-em Wes!
Robert Morgan who has been not only our CFO
for the past 11 years, but a key reason to our
success. When Robert began Andrus was not in
a positive financial state. He worked tirelessly
to renegotiate loans and obtain better new loans
with lending institutions to begin a rebirth of
Andrus. He has been an example of Integrity,
Hard work, with a relentless pursuit of improve-

ment for all of us at Andrus Transportation. He
will be missed. I want to thank him publicly.
(Side note) Many may not know but Rob loves
to play the guitar, he plays for his church band
and wherever and whenever he can.
Tom Knight Tom has been a driver for Andrus
for the past 25 years. He was the first driver to
hold my oldest daughter, Baylie, when she was a
baby. Tom has been a model for hard work and
dedication to his craft. He knows how to plan
for success. I have personally driven a truck behind Tom in rain/sleet and snow all the while he
coached me how to drive safely through it all.
He has been a mentor to me of not only how to
work hard but to be giving in all other aspects of
life. Tom and his wife (Debbie) have not only
raised their kids, but continue to be a huge part
of helping nurture their grand and greatgrandkids. I have watched as Tom and Debbie
have supported a previous driver and his wife as
they struggled with health problems. This is not
because Tom has to, but because he want to.
Thank you Tom and Debbie for your exceptional examples of giving and caring for others, it
has not gone unnoticed. I want to recognize
these 3 men for the
Great men that they
are, and for how they
have exemplified true
goodness!

Jimmy Andrus
President
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Coming your way in your November 19, 2018 paycheck.
As a thank you to all employees for their hard work and helping to make this a prosperous
year for Andrus Transportation Services, Inc. there will be a *Year End Bonus* on Monday
November 19th pay check.
It will be paid based on your years with Andrus Transportation Services, Inc.
Here is the schedule of the bonus payoutHired in 2018 - $75.00
Hired in 2017- $100.00
Hired in 2016- $125.00
Hired in 2015- $150.00
Hired in 2014- $175.00
Hired in 2013- $200.00
Hired in 2012- $225.00
Hired in 2011- $250.00
Hired in 2010- $275.00
Hired in 2009- $300.00
Hired in 2008 or before- $500.00

Thanks to your dedication and teamwork
for making this a great year!
Lynn Shrum
VP Safety - Human Resources
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ALL ANDRUS FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES:
Please note this important change this year. Open Enrollment for our Medical and Dental
plans will begin on 11/15/18 and continue through 12/20/18. All plans will be effective, January 1, 2019. Insurance packets are available at all terminals and can be mailed, emailed or faxed,
upon request to Schneider Agency Team.
Andrus employees become eligible for all plans on the 1st of the month following two months of
full-time employment. Any full-time employee hired before 11/1/18 is eligible to enroll in our
plans that will be effective on 1/1/19. If you have any questions about eligibility, please contact
Brady Argyle Risk Manager or MaryAnn Havertz, HR Assistant at Andrus Transportation 800888-5838.
Andrus will again provide the same variety of plans for employees to choose from. They range
from a “no-cost” minimum essential benefits plan (available for employees only) to much broader
“bronze or silver plan equivalent” major medical plans, as described by the Affordable Care
Act. Other “Additional Benefit” plans are available, as well.
Please be aware that we have not changed our Medical/Health and Dental plan providers again
this year! Plans are available through ‘HealthEZ’ and ‘Best Life Dental’. However, great news! Our
Dental plan has increased annual benefits up to $2000. Those currently enrolled in any of our
plans are strongly recommended to contact the Schneider Agency Team to verify their current plans or they will be automatically renewed. There will be NO plan changes for Medical /
Dental available after open enrollment ends, unless the member has a qualifying event. Those wishing to enroll in any of the “additional benefit” plans may contact the Schneider Agency Team at the
contact information listed below. Please see the summary of benefits contained in our packets, for
further plan clarifications.
Andrus is pleased to continue offering our plans without any contribution cost increases
again this year and those enrolled will continue their plans uninterrupted. Unless you wish to
change your plans. Yet, again this year, it is highly recommended that employees wishing to enroll
spouses or dependent children explore and take advantage of all options available to them, including plans offered and subsidized by federal or state agencies. Please contact “the Schneider Agency
Enrollment Specialists’ Team”, by calling M. Schneider Agency Office at (702) 388-9117 or (702)
388-9110 or Steffen Schneider at (702) 245-4090 cell. One of the Enrollment Specialist will be available to assist employees in searching for and obtaining alternative plans that may be available.
Remember, it is your responsibility to assure that your applications are received by Andrus
qualified representatives on or before 12/20/18. Applications can be faxed or emailed, and you
can even enroll by phone. Please contact MaryAnn, Brady, Schneider Agency Team or Steffen if you
have any questions or refer to our packets for additional information.

Thank you,
Andrus Transportation Services
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H

ere we are it is almost December
again. Next week we will be eating turkey and trying to maintain some
family sanity and harmony while we
are all in the same room together. We
will be bombarded with TV ads telling
us about all the things we need to buy
because of all the money we are going to save. How could it be December
already again?
This can be a great time for some reflection on the past year. What were
the good things? The not so good?
The great and then the worst? What
will next year hold for all of us? What
part will other people play in those
great days and sometimes terrible
days and what part will we play in
theirs?
I have a strong belief that each of us
have unique opportunities to help
each other get through those rocky
times and in turn the same may be
done for us in our times of need.
We are part of a very large group of
people at Andrus. As I have thought
about this article and the some of the
people whose problems, I have known
this year I can think of all kinds of trials our group has been through. I
know of people who have lost the
most important people in their lives to
illness and accidents. I know of peo-

ple getting married and some having
their first children and grandchildren,
there are those that have taken care
of sick parents, have had serious illness themselves, have had partners
leave them, have had their first or last
child leave home, had children go
through addiction problems or divorces. We have had people retire and
new people come in and people move
up. We have supported each other
through some tough times for sure.
We have also had our share of differences. We have had people get their
feelings hurt and feel excluded by coworkers.
Many times, most of the time, we go
through our lives very much oblivious
to the problems of others. We likely
will never know all there is to know
about each other and what trials they
or their loved ones may be going
through. Most people unless they are
very close to us will not disclose all
those things to us. So how can we
help each other if we don’t know?
Back to the title of my article. We can
be kind to one another. Easier said
than
done
sometimes,
I
get it. Who ever
told
us
life
would be easy
anyway?
Continue page 4
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Here’s the thing. You don’t have to
solve the problems of others. In fact,
most of the time you wouldn’t be able
to. Life’s problems and trials are always going to be there and each of us
will face our share. But there is not
one of us who can’t be kind to another person. You will never know the impact you have made by doing that one
thing. In fact, that one thing may just
be the help that person needs to get
them through their day.
And if you have a day where things
blow up and you aren’t kind, in fact,
you are the opposite. Then recognize
it and hopefully you will get the
chance to make it up and say I’m sorry. It really can be that simple yet
make a world of difference both to
the person who received the brunt of

your bad day but also to yourself. It’s
called personal growth and it’s generally a good thing. And if you are on
the receiving end of the apology, accept it and let go of any bad feelings
you might be holding onto. Again, personal growth.
I appreciate my association with each
of you and for your unique story and
talents that you bring to Andrus
Transportation and may 2019 be our
best yet!

Lynn Shrum
VP Safety – Human Resources
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We had another great celebration on Saturday November 9th, 2018 with Barbara Shin and
her fleet of awesome drivers.
Together with Jimmy Andrus, Lee Garbett, Garrett Costley, The Safety Department and fantastic barbecue we had a great time celebrating the accomplishment with the drivers and
many of their family members.
Running one million miles accident free with 50 drivers in all areas is no small task. It takes
a mindset of dedication to safety.
Many thanks to Barbara and her fleet of drivers for their dedication to safety and to the
great turnout for the banquet.

LET’S DO IT AGAIN SOON!
Lynn Shrum
VP Safety and Human Resources
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O

ver the last few months it has
become apparent that some
shippers and receivers are not following their own policies when it
comes to trailer seals. I have had
several drivers call and question if
we should be breaking seals on trailers or not.
I want to take a minute to clarify the
proper procedures with trailer seals.
Any time we pick up or take possession of a trailer that is pre-sealed, we
need to verify the seal is intact, and
the seal number matches the paperwork. For a live load or if we are
sealing the trailer, make sure the
seal is intact and there is no damage
to it. If you observe damage, can’t
read the serial number, or have a
bad seal report it immediately. If no
damage is observed, seal the trailer
and note the number on the paperwork. Photograph the seal and note
it on the paperwork.
Once we arrive at a receiver check in
with paperwork. Then have an employee of the receiver verify the seal
is intact, and the seal number on the
trailer matches the paperwork.
HAVE THEM SIGN THE PAPER-

WORK verifying this information. If
there is a discrepancy report it immediately. At this point, the receivers’ employee should be breaking the
seal and directing you from there. If
the employee refuses to verify the
seal or instructs you to break the
seal, note it on the paperwork and
report it immediately. If you are
breaking the seal without an employee present or they have not signed
the paperwork, take a photograph of
the seal intact BEFORE breaking the
seal. The photograph needs to be
clear enough to show the seal number. While removing the seal, remember to use safe equipment to do
so. Whether that is bolt cutters, or
simply putting gloves on to remove a
metal band seal, make sure you are
using all safety equipment properly.
All photographs need to be sent over
to bargyle@andrustrans.com before
leaving the
shipper or
receiver. As
always if you
have questions, please
call in to
dispatch.
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Vehicle #
192699
184654

Standard ID
KEPD
JANDA

Distance
13,595
11,456

MPG
8.34
8.22

Vehicle #

192695

ICKG

12,353

164486
184634

LOME
FERM

174543

Specialized ID

Distance MPG

182593

TOAR

10,409

8.97

182603

TAYDEM

11,055

8.94

8.11

174497

MUNC

8,315

8.91

11,405
9,882

8.08
8.03

174512

POWK

11,259

8.85

184632

SALM

12,111

8.84

KNES

9,019

7.99

182598

HYCT

11,130

8.75

174513

GUTJO

9,596

7.95

192698

SORBR

9,695

8.69

192712
162462

SCHTH
TORR

8,628
8,866

7.91
7.90

D17430
174558

HOLLR
MELO

8,787
9,776

8.68
8.68

192717
184651
192713

ORTMA
WOOWE
SCOL

7,784
12,260
10,946

7.89
7.88
7.88

192698

SPEWE

8,111

8.66

182592

MARDON

11,839

8.64

194723

FINM

9,390

8.63

184653
174545

BRABJ
BERB

9,191
13,383

7.88
7.85

182601

BUCST

12,609

8.63

182609

LESK

13,558

8.57

174563
174586
174555
184660

PATER
VANBRI
DENK
BROCR

8,200
10,319
8,793
8,296

7.79
7.76
7.75
7.75

D17427

JONN

11,562

8.57

182589
174522
174542

SANLO
DUPC
HUDB

10,956
10,180
12,054

8.57
8.54
8.53

Vehicle #

Team ID

Distance MPG

194680

SAWM

20,886

8.66

194680

SAWS

20,886

8.66

184657

BOUH

14,111

8.64

184657

TORJOE

14,111

8.64

184640

KASJ

10,292

8.34

184640

KASM

10,292

8.34

184659

STEL

18,476

8.33

184659

MECDA

18,476

8.33

184639

KEYH

18,270

8.20

184639

WALTH

18,270

8.20

184637

MENR

18,337

7.97

184637

MENRU

18,337

7.97

184628

DOULO

21,393

7.97

184628

DOUZ

21,393

7.97

194681

SPHJ

12,838

7.95

194681

SPHT

12,838

7.95

Driver who have achieved the MPG Bonus
averaged $155.57 for the Month of September.
Contact Steven Schmidt at EXT. 1525 if you
are not achieving the MPG Bonus.
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Tom Knight retired from Andrus Transportation on November 13, 2018 after
25 years of hard work and dedication to
the Andrus Family. Tom and his wife
Debbie live in Childress Texas and we
want to thank them both for their 25
years of dedication to the company. We
want to recognize Debbie for the role
she played in Tom’s success as a driver.
There is an enormous load that is put on
the shoulders of the partner that stays at

home to take care of all of life’s everyday happenings most of the time having
their own career to tend to along with
kids and ALL the household duties that
occur in life. This is a big job and again
we want to recognize hem for being
such an important part of Andrus Transportation. We wish them lots of rest and
fun in their retirement.
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Andrus Transportation had the privilege of donating to the project
known as the Healing Garden in Las
Vegas. This is a memorial made to
remember the victims of the tragic
shooting that occurred last October
in Las Vegas at an outdoor concert.
Long time Andrus driver David
Schember along with his student Roland Jargba and trusted longtime
trucking companion Brigitte Bardot
(David’s poodle) made the long trip
to Franklin NY to pick up a pair of
angel wings for the Healing Garden.
The wings were sculpted out of fossilized New York Bluestone by artist
Bobby Jacobs. What makes them so
special is that on the back of each
wing are 29 sets of initials that represent the 58 victims that were killed
in the senseless act of a violence. As
the artist puts it the initials were the
hardest part of the sculptor for him
because of what they represented.

David did an outstanding job of not
only getting the wings to the site
safely but then spent most of his day
helping to deliver the wings, which
included mixing and pouring cement.
The artist also sculpted a smaller
scale version of the one wing and
that was given to our company president Jimmy Andrus for his generous donation of equipment, fuel and
manpower to help make this project
a reality.
Andrus Transportation was honored
to be part of this project.
Lynn Shrum
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Driver David Schember in Truck #174549 picked up and
delivered these wings for the Las Vegas Healing Garden for
the Las Vegas shooting victims last year.
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The Salt Lake Terminal recently presented
our 3rd Quarter “Driver of the Quarter
Awards” to Ivonne Matthews (Miller Dedicated Fleet ) and Joe Fulmer (Flatbed
Fleet). Each Driver was given a Driver of the
Quarter Certificate and 100 dollars in gift
cards. Their names have also being added
to our Driver of the Quarter Plaque’s which
are PROUDLY DISPLAYED in the SLC Terminal dispatch office (plaques are in the
background of these pictures). The criteria

for determining the Driver of the Quarter is
based on the drivers Safety Record
(including taking the online Safety training
course each month, Service (no preventable service failures) and Performance
(mileage production). A big congratulation’s goes out to Ivonne and Joe. We are
proud of them and the way that they Represent Andrus Transportation Services.

Donalee Aalders and Ivonne Matthews and Joe Fulmer’s name plate for our plaque.
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$ We are DOUBLING our Referral Bonus ! $
Andrus Drivers have Referred other Great
Drivers!
----------------------------------------------------------------------

$1000 FOR EVERY DRIVER REFERRAL !!
$500 when the Driver finishes orientation, $250 when they reach their 30
day mark, and another $250 when they reach their 60 day mark at Andrus!
Stop in the safety office to get professional driver referral cards to pass out
to other drivers. Or just make sure the new driver knows your full name or
truck number to put on their application.

---------------------------------------------------------------------Call Holly or Lynn in Safety for Details
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November 2018

1 YEAR

2 YEARS

Brian Vanmarter

DRIVER

Elijah Ward

DRIVER

Jason Mildward

DRIVER

Elmer Gatling

DRIVER

Cheryl Bergener

DRIVER

Joshua Kinser

DRIVER

Curtis Bryan

DRIVER

Brandon Apple

DRIVER

Earnest Mask

DRIVER

Uriel Ruelas

DRIVER

3 YEARS

Edward Nabozny

DRIVER

Terry Scaggs

DRIVER

Steven Frick

DRIVER

Daniel Martin

DRIVER

PEOPLE DRIVING SUCCESS HOME
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4 YEARS

8 YEARS

Christopher Kesler

DRIVER

Ruskan Felshaw

DRIVER

Wendell Woodland

DRIVER

Danielle Olsen

STG OFFICE

Michael Price

DRIVER

Kevin McKillip

DRIVER

Edward Campos

DRIVER

9 YEARS
5 YEARS
Steven Buck

Phillip Chapman

STG SHOP

Gordon Sears

STG OFFICE

Bradley Sorensen

DRIVER

DRIVER

Marianne Jeffords

SLC OFFICE

Patrick Gilleran

DRIVER

Chris Dial

STG OFFICE

Chancy Churchill

DRIVER

7 YEARS

22 YEARS

Ricky Reber

Craig Munford

DRIVER

Charles Fischer

DRIVER

DRIVER

29 YEARS
Marshall Kirkwood

DRIVER

PEOPLE DRIVING SUCCESS HOME
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Please Remember to helps us keep
all of our Yards and Offices clean!
As our President has said, “If you see a
piece of trash on the ground, I encourage you to pick it up and put it in a
trash can. If you pick up a trailer that
is dirty at a yard or customer, please
sweep it out and throw the trash in a
garbage can. If you have a messy repair
in the Shop, grab the mop bucket and
clean it up.” Please remember to pick up after yourselves whether you are at
one of our Offices/Yards or
at a Customer. Thank You!

Kenneth Kramer

Mark Hanna

Saul Calderon

David Hudy
Jonathan Raps

Reynaldo Garza
Patricia Bandeko

Julmetrius Lindsey

Kathleen Warner-Safety Assistant
Daniel Brinkerhoff-Acct. Assistant
Stacee Morales-Recruiter
Doris Sofa-Night Dispatch
Andrew Weber– Swing Dispatch
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T

he flu season is starting and will last
through the fall and winter. More than
one kind of flu virus will be spreading this
season, including seasonal flu and the 2009
H1N1 flu. If you get the flu, you can get sick
and can spread the flu to others at home, at
work, and in the community. Symptoms of
flu include fever or chills and cough or sore
throat. In addition, symptoms of flu can include runny nose, body aches, headache, and
tiredness. Also remember to cover your
coughs and sneezes and wash your hands often with soap and water. Use an alcoholbased hand cleaner if soap and water are not
available. Whether it is a seasonal sickness

or something more traumatic remember you
have options! Depending on which insurance
plan you are enrolled in, your copay for
emergency services (Hospital ER visit) can
range from $800-$1000 and the Copay for
urgent care facilities is only $50-$100. REMEMBER, there are resources available
24/7 to help you with these decisions. If you
or one of your loved ones is sick or injured
and you need advice as to what kind of
treatment is best call the 24/7 nurseline!
Please see the attached fliers for more information. As always, be safe out there!

TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF!!!
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The Salt Lake City Terminal provided lunch for the drivers, shop and office
employees on Halloween. Pictured from left to right are Donalee AaldersMiller Fleet Driver Manager, Grant Beaver-OTR Driver, Chancy ChurchillPipeline Driver, Cheryl Bergener-SLC Receptionist/Hub Local Driver manager,
Jason Bergquist-Brokerage Director, Marianne (MJ) Jeffords-Freigh Broker
and Don Hastins-Flatbed Driver.
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